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The species’ range limits and associated central-marginal (C-M, i.e., from species range
center to margin) population dynamics continue to draw increasing attention because
of their importance for current emerging issues such as biotic invasions and epidemic
diseases under global change. Previous studies have mainly focused on species borders
and C-M process in natural settings for native species. More recently, growing efforts
are devoted to examine the C-M patterns and process for invasive species partly due to
their relatively short history, highly dynamic populations, and management implications.
Here I examine recent findings and information gaps related to (1) the C-M population
dynamics linked to species invasions, and (2) the possible effects of climate change and
land use on the C-M patterns and processes. Unlike most native species that are relatively
stable (some even having contracting populations or ranges), many invasive species are
still spreading fast and form new distribution or abundance centers. Because of the strong
nonlinearity of population demographic or vital rates (i.e., birth, death, immigration, and
emigration) across the C-M gradients and the increased complexity of species ranges
due to habitat fragmentation, multiple introductions, range-wide C-M comparisons and
simulation involving multiple vital rates are needed in the future.
Keywords: climate change, core-periphery, genetic diversity, hierarchy, land use, patches, source-sink, species’
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INTRODUCTION
As a major component of human-caused global change, exotic
species invasions form new populations and distributions which
affect native species in profound ways. The historic isolation and
recent surge in trade and travel, render natural sources of poten-
tially invasive species among continents and regions (Hengeveld,
1989; Williamson, 1996; Seebens et al., 2013). Leading researchers
have called for more proactive approaches to the invasive species
crisis that incorporate prediction, monitoring, and early detec-
tion. However, there have been few satisfactory attempts to
predict future spread of invasive species at both patch (or pop-
ulation) and range (or species) levels (e.g., Figure 1), and even
fewer through incorporating broad scale geographic context and
state-of-the-art spatial analytic technology (Petrovskii and Li,
2005; but see Alexander and Edwards, 2010; Colautti et al., 2010;
Bravo-Monzón et al., 2014).
The invasion of an exotic species typically starts from either the
location where it is first introduced or the established distribution
or “abundance centers”(C) (Sagarin and Gaines, 2002) that host
the concentration of its individuals within the invaded ranges.
At the range margin (M) (also called species’ borders, bound-
aries, range limits; Gaston, 2003), the species form invasion fronts
with highly dynamic, sensitive, but usually smaller populations
(Holt and Keitt, 2000). By connecting the populations between
the center (C) and margins (M) through meta-population pro-
cesses (Moilanen and Hanski, 2001), many population parame-
ters and associated variables such as growth rate and survivorship
form detectable C-M patterns and gradients (Guo et al., 2005;
Alexander and Edwards, 2010). To better understand the effects
of global change on invasion and to develop techniques that can
be used effectively to manage invasive species, we need a better
understanding of the population dynamics along the C-M gradi-
ents (Figure 2) and the associated processes and mechanisms. For
example, global change in climate and land use may have coupled
or interactive effects on the population dynamics (i.e., spreading
or migration) of alien species (Malchow et al., 2008; Mistro et al.,
2012); that is, (1) climate and land use changes may act as dis-
turbance agents, opening up patches for invasives to colonize and
form new marginal populations (Hobbs, 2000), and (2) climate
warming and increased extreme events may promote the invasion
of alien species that prefer disturbance and higher temperatures
under which many native species cannot compete (Huston, 2004;
Olatinwo et al., 2013).
Geographically, an ideal location to monitor species inva-
sions would be at the species’ borders (or range limits). This is
mainly because marginal populations are most sensitive to envi-
ronmental changes due to the short history of colonization and
smaller sizes (Keitt et al., 2001). The dynamics of these popu-
lations would serve as a good indicator regarding the direction
and speed a species is invading or spreading under changing
climates and land use scenarios (Watts et al., 2013). However,
marginal populations as “sinks” (Dunning et al., 1992) often can-
not act alone as they reply on central populations as “sources”
for new colonization, persistence, and further expansion through
gene flow and immigration (Guo et al., 2005; Eckert et al., 2008).
Therefore, comparisons and exploring the connections between
central (C) and marginal (M) populations would be necessary
and are one of the most powerful and efficient approaches to
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FIGURE 1 | (A) An example of new invasions of Old World climbing fern
(Lygodium microphyllum) at the patch-level in the greater Everglades
ecosystem of southern Florida, USA (photo courtesy S. Miao). (B) The
historical spread of muskrats (Ondatra zibethicus) at the range-level in
central Europe from 1905 to 1927 (after Elton, 1958; see also Shigesada
and Kawasaki, 1997).
study species invasions. This is particularly the case when time
and resources do not allow the whole-range monitoring and
assessments. Nevertheless, despite great efforts in searching for
life history, genetic, and functional traits that may be responsi-
ble for species invasiveness, at the population level, whether an
invasion can succeed is determined by four vital rates, i.e., birth,
death, immigration, and emigration.
Traditionally, most central-marginal (C-M) comparisons have
been conducted on native species, especially for conservation
purposes (e.g., Channell and Lomolino, 2000; Angert, 2006;
Yakimowski and Eckert, 2007; Angert et al., 2008; Eckert et al.,
2008; Doak and Morris, 2010; Hardie and Hutchings, 2010;
Belyayev and Raskina, 2013; but see Mandak et al., 2005; Leger
et al., 2009). Earlier findings from such comparisons include that
central populations are larger, more primitive, and more stable
than marginal ones (e.g., Williams et al., 2003). However, such
overly simplified approach has several limitations. For example,
many patterns and processes from C-M are often nonlinear. Also,
populations at different margins (directions) often exhibit drastic
FIGURE 2 | (A) A graphic representation of an idealized species’ range in
which population density declines from the range center (C) to margin (M).
(B) The average patch size or population size decreases from center to
margin but isolation increases. (C) Examples of common comparative
strategies within, between, and among populations across species’ ranges
(e.g., Bakker et al., 2006; Soley-Guardia et al., 2014). For marginal
populations, between (N-S, for example) and among-population
comparisons can be made in four major directions (N, S, W, and E).
differences in structure and dynamics. Therefore, simple C-M
comparisons could not reveal a complete picture of population
structure and dynamics across the entire species ranges (Fenberg
and Rivadeneira, 2011) and consequently the underlying mecha-
nisms. For example, some recent comparisons across three spatial
categories (i.e., central-middle-marginal) found some unique fea-
tures in the populations located between the center and margins
(or “middle” populations). In other words, some population
parameters are not simply the mean averaged between C and M
populations (e.g., Vallecillo et al., 2010).
Partly due to the unprecedented rise of bio-molecular tech-
nology, there is an apparent shift in literature from traditional
and direct C-M comparisons (such as population density, growth
and reproduction rates per capita, and transport coefficients) to
whole-range-level assessments of genetic diversity associated with
the C-M gradients (Eckert et al., 2008). The former is mostly
devoted to basic ecological research, and the latter is increas-
ingly linked to climate change (e.g., population migration during
the retreat of last glaciation and ongoing climate warming) and
habitat fragmentation (i.e., isolation due to land use). However,
ecological and genetic factors are closely related to each other
that interactively regulate population dynamics over both space
and time (Magurran, 2007). For example, for many species, cli-
mate conditions can limit species distribution, but whether the
species can expand its range (birth > death) could be affected by
the genetic flexibility and evolutionary potential of its component
populations, especially those at themargin (Holt and Keitt, 2000).
Recently, a few studies have applied the C-M model to invasive
species (e.g., Alexander and Edwards, 2010). While by intuition
that the C-M model developed for native species may be equally
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applicable to invasive species, it is critical to make a clear distinc-
tion between applications of C-M in native vs. invasive species.
Compared with many native species that are relatively stable or
shrinking in abundance and distribution due to habitat fragmen-
tation, invasive species are still spreading at high rates and their
initially formed abundance centers are still relatively intact. This
is especially the case for invasive species for which management
and eradication, even at the local scale, have to date not been
successful. In addition, exotic species are often introduced to var-
ious locations thus form multiple initial abundance center. With
its continued spreading, the abundance center will migrate until
the exotic range stabilizes. Thus, for invasive species, the C-M
processes are highly dynamic and the patterns are more time-
dependent. For these reasons, it is possible that C-M may be more
applicable to invasive species. Certainly, additional insights could
also be gained from comparisons of C-M patterns of the same
species between their native and invaded exotic ranges.
The presence/absence and dynamics of a population at a spe-
cific location (patch) with a species’ range and a specific time are
ultimately determined by its overall performance balanced among
birth, death, immigration, and emigration. As C-M patterns and
processes are tightly linked to the species’ abundance centers,
range limits, range (and patch) geometry (i.e., size, shape, frac-
tal dimension), and genetic variation across its ranges, I examine
the C-M population dynamics of invading species based on the
following premises: (1) clear distinction between invasive species
(fast-spreading: “birth> death, immigration> emigration”) and
natives (relatively stable: “birth ≈ death” or even contraction
to become rare species: “birth < death, immigration < emigra-
tion”), (2) more emphases on hierarchically nested patches within
species ranges (i.e., populations in small patches nested within
larger patches) and the range-patch relationship, and (3) the
increasing effects of climate/land use changes (e.g., “source-sink”
shifts and associated species migration). I also discuss the impor-
tance of more comprehensive sampling and questions for future
research. Clearly, different from studies on natives are for conser-
vation (especially rare/endangered due to range contraction), the
research for exotic species (especially invasives) are intended for
better management (due to rapid range expansion).
GENERALITY OF THE ABUNDANCE CENTER
The abundance center concept is nebulous, and its associa-
tion with Gaussian curves has recently been challenged based
on some studies on native species (Sagarin and Gaines, 2002;
Kluth and Bruelheide, 2005; Yin et al., 2005; Lester et al., 2007),
although evidence of support also continues to accumulate (e.g.,
Whittaker, 1971; Brown, 1984; Feldhamer et al., 2012). Indeed,
pinpointing an abundance center for a specific species is often
subjective and debatable and the magnitude of abundance cen-
ter varies among species. There are several main reasons for
this. First, a criterion for defining a commonly acceptable con-
cept of abundance center has never been in place. Second, the
sampling techniques and measurements of abundance also vary
drastically among researchers, species, and even across the dif-
ferent parts of the same species’ ranges. For example, for the
same species, the window (plot, quadrat) size, sampling time,
and associated procedures (e.g., averaging, smoothing; Gaston,
2003) could change the abundance curves significantly. Third,
the species ranges and population dynamics of many species are
highly dynamic (from year-to-year, season-to-season), especially
with the unprecedented habitat destruction by human activities.
While it is true that more comprehensive survey across the whole
species ranges would help resolve this issue, a clear and commonly
acceptable criterion for defining “abundance center” is needed
(e.g., how strong a center can be called a “center” and how smooth
the abundance curve has to be).
However, although abundance curve has often been described
as Gaussian, normal, or bell-shaped for simplicity in theoret-
ical and modeling studies, species rarely show perfect smooth
and symmetric curves in abundance (Samis and Eckert, 2007).
The deviation from Gaussian distribution can occur in a simple
model if the resource distributions are not homogeneous (Ryabov
and Blasius, 2008). Species with linear distribution such as those
along coastlines or riparian species might be treated as special
case because, relatively, the number of such species is much lower
than other species. Different sampling strategies are often used for
such species because of their special (narrow) range-shapes. The
switch of the margins of the same species across different times
of observation makes pinpointing or even estimating the actual
range limits difficult (see Fortin et al., 2005).
Intuitively, every species would have an abundance and/or
distribution center at some point or across some stages in its his-
tory, especially newly emerged or colonizing species (e.g., invasive
species). When abundance center is loosely defined, any species
with an aggregated distribution should have abundance center(s).
However, over time, the original or older abundance or dis-
tribution centers can be relocated and reestablished as species
migrates, and destructed due to habitat fragmentation. Moreover,
the abundance centers are not often located in the physical center
measured using Euclidean space. Studies using contour (den-
sity) maps where detailed numerical information is not available
often show abundance centers when density within each abun-
dance interval (or between lines) is averaged. In some other cases,
however, species reaching physical barriers such as coastal lines
usually do not represent species “niche” position or the full extent
of physiological responses (Brown, 1984; Gaston, 2003; Dawson
et al., 2010; but see Holt and Keitt, 2000). Brown (1984) and
Gaston (2003) outlined several factors that can cause the “excep-
tions” or “extreme cases,” including abrupt physical barriers such
as sea-land boundaries (e.g., coastal species), farmlands, clear cut-
tings can interrupt species distribution although other factors
such as climate are favorable (in such case, the true or poten-
tial abundance center may not show). Allee effects (threshold)
may also be responsible for many species range limits where clear
change in environmental gradient is absent (Keitt et al., 2001).
Dispersal is another leading factor that could cause either gradual
or abrupt species range limits.
For species with clear abundance centers, the entire ranges
would cover a cohesive core and many isolated or less connected
marginal populations. The same invasive species would form
multiple abundance centers when introduced to multiple loca-
tions in addition regardless whether abundance center exists in
its native ranges. Over time, from the origin to extinction and
one side of its range crossing its favorite environment to the other
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side of the range, a species almost surely experience the rise and
fall of abundance. However, similar to abrupt spatial patterns,
species may suffer sudden extinction as well (due to volcanic
eruption, extreme climate change, or effective control/eradication
in invasive species cases; for example), forming abrupt temporal
abundance curves.
C-M VARIATION IN POPULATION SIZE AND DENSITY
Variations within and among populations are critical for under-
standing species-range structure and dynamics (Storey et al.,
2007; Bertocci et al., 2011; Guo, 2012). Both population size and
density are main elements reflecting population structure and
dynamics. Where abundance centers exist, the central-marginal
hypothesis (CMH; Eckert et al., 2008) which predicts a C-M
decline in population size and density may apply. In recent
years, we have seen a remarkable shift from dichotomy to con-
tinuum in comparisons across populations within a species’
ranges. For example, using theoretical simulation models, Guo
et al. (2005) described population dynamics along the numeri-
cal abundance (density) gradients from center to margins. The
“continuum” approach is necessary to help detect the existence
and/or strength of spatial (auto)correlation and population syn-
chronization (synchrony-distance relations) across the species’
ranges (Liebhold et al., 2004a,b).
There are more studies that have specifically focused on
marginal than central populations (i.e., effects ofmarginality; e.g.,
Grant and Antonovics, 1978; Furlow, 1995; Mandak et al., 2005;
Kawecki, 2008; Belyayev and Raskina, 2013). Several reasonsmake
studies on species’ borders intriguing: (1) marginal populations
are more sensitive to environmental changes, (2) marginal pop-
ulations can indicate that a species’ ecological requirements are
in equilibrium with properties of the environment (Hengeveld,
1990), (3) species borders discriminate best between conditions
favorable for the species and those that are not, (4) marginal
habitats provide ideal sites to study species interactions (com-
petition, hybridization, predation; e.g., Whitham et al., 1999),
and finally (5) marginal conditions can indicate potential ranges
for species invasion and species transplantation. Although many
invasive species have been intensively studied (see next section),
the role of dispersal and other causes for their high invasiveness
associated with its boundary shifts and the practical implications
of such boundary changes have not been adequately investigated.
To characterize the dynamics of hierarchically structure pop-
ulations across a species’ range, the first step is to examine the
spatial extent of individual populations and spatial variation in
population density (i.e., number of individuals per unit area).
In contrast to most studies that compare central and marginal
populations only; it would be more meaningful and now feasi-
ble to compare the populations located within various distance
intervals along the C-M gradients (Figure 2). For a species with
a roughly circular range (see Guo et al., 2005), when a species’
range or patch is divided into a number of rings (j) or compart-
ments from the center to margin, the size of all populations in the
ring, is Nj = njAj, where Aj is area and nj is population density in
the ring:
Nj = nj π (x2j+1 − x2j ),
where x is the distance from the center of the species’ range.
For heuristic reasons, the number of populations per ring was
calculated under two density distribution scenarios, Gaussian-
like and uniform (or random). Under the Gaussian scenario, the
population density (nj) is
nj = ae−ex2 ,
where a is the population density at the range center and c is
the rate of density decline with distance. Under uniform (or ran-
dom) distribution, the total population in jth ring would be: a∗Aj.
Assuming there is a positive relationship between population size
and genetic diversity, the total population size would be highly
correlated with the overall genetic diversity in each ring, and the
curve of the total population size (i.e., all individuals in each ring)
across the rings would indicate how total genetic diversity changes
from the range center to the margin.
In these overly simplified models, the ring itself does not have
any specific biological meaning; rather, its location and relative
position within the species range indicates the population density,
population size, and the possible directions of gene flow among
all the populations inside the ring relative to those in other rings
across the whole range. However, in reality, the positions of the
rings should reflect the changes in actual population density asso-
ciated with resource availability (Ryabov and Blasius, 2008), the
number of populations, or the geographic patterns of population
presence from the center to margin (i.e., a contour lines), rather
than being arbitrarily assigned with a regular circler shape.
The ranges of many natives have much longer history and
suffer range destructions such as habitat loss and fragmenta-
tion caused by human activities, losing typical abundance centers
(Fordham et al., 2013). However, for invasive species that are
spreading with high speed (b > d), Gaussian pattern is likely
to better describe their abundance, especially the patches within
species ranges, and examples of such spreading invasives are
numerous (e.g., Lygodium microphyllium; Figure 1). Therefore, it
may be more appealing to apply the abundance center theory to
fast expanding invasive species after forming abundance centers at
the original locations where they are introduced and established.
That is, many principles regarding the C-M gradients may still
apply.
CENTRAL-MARGINAL PHENOTYPIC AND GENETIC VARIATION
Species vary greatly in adaptive ability (flexibility) or resistances
to environmental changes. Usually, central populations have a
reduced sensitivity to environmental change due to their larger
population size (cf. Grant and Antonovics, 1978) but they may
show greater within-population diversity (both genetic and mor-
phological), whereas marginal populations would show greater
among-population variation because they are smaller and more
isolated and suffer higher extinction risks. Asymmetrical gene
flow from the center of a species’ range may prevent adaptation of
marginal populations and consequent range expansion (Reichert,
1993; Bridle and Vines, 2007).
Most studies on central-marginal or range-wide genetic struc-
ture across species’ ranges have been performed on native
species for establishing conservation priorities, coincident with
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unprecedented biodiversity loss and global climate change (Eckert
et al., 2008; Guo, 2012). Very little is known about the genetic
variation of invasive species, hindering our efforts for invasive
species management. Studies on invasive species have mainly
focused on general ecology, physiology, morphology, and more
recently, molecular biology; however, no genomics technologies
have been applied to investigate invasive species invasiveness from
ecological perspectives. It is expected that the genetic structure
and flexibility could affect population dynamics. A study of gene
expression in conjunction with an analysis of genetic changes
occurring since introduction and in relation to adaptation to soil
and climate factors will provide important information for early
prevention.
Some species may not evolve noticeably over millions of years
while others may show genetic restructuring in decades. Analysis
of genetic information can provide powerful insights into the ori-
gins, history, and genetic drift of invasive plants. A quantitative
comparison of genetic information of a plant in its native habi-
tat and its colonized habitat can suggest the rate and type of
evolution taking place in both populations. While studies so far
on habitat invasibility and species invasiveness have been largely
focused on physical factors (i.e., disturbance, climate change) and
morphological features (i.e., dispersal, competition, growth rate),
the critical information on how species can adapt to or exploit
a new environment through genetic changes is mostly lacking.
However, for many invasive species, adaptability could be the
cause of their high invasiveness.
For species with declining density from range center tomargin,
if the positive relationship between population size and genetic
diversity holds, higher genetic diversity is expected in an individ-
ual central population than in a marginal population. However,
when all populations in each ring are considered, the majority
of individuals of the species actually exists in the intermediate
area along theC-M gradients, despite the highest population den-
sity at the center (Figure 3, top). The populations in the middle,
as a whole, would receive greater inputs (gene flow) and asym-
metrical feedbacks from both central and marginal populations
and thus may hold the greatest amount of genetic diversity of the
species, although the diversity per population or per unit area is
still the highest at the center. This enhanced diversity may con-
tribute to genetic variation and stability to central but especially
to marginal populations through asymmetrical C-M gene flow.
Less commonly, when a species has a uniform (or random) distri-
bution in density across its range, most individuals of the species
are located in the marginal habitats due to the overall larger area
the species occupies (Figure 3, bottom).
The majority of previous studies is based on analyses of neu-
tral markers, and suggest greater genetic diversity in central
rather than in marginal populations, but other studies have found
the opposite or no clear pattern (Eckert et al., 2008; Saavedra-
Sotelo et al., 2013). Both empirical and theoretical evidence also
show positive relationships between population size and genetic
diversity (Frankham, 1996). The inconsistent results and ensu-
ing debates may have multiple causes related to the interactive
effects of: (1) history or phylogeography (Pouget et al., 2013) such
as events related to the advances and retreats of glaciation, (2)
the effects of range geometry and orientation, and (3) variation
FIGURE 3 | Simplified diagrams showing the population density (n)
and total population size (N) in each ring (i.e., sum of all populations)
across the whole species range or a patch (i.e., from center to margin).
Nj = njAj ; where Aj and nj are the area and population density in jth ring,
respectively. (A) Total population (all populations in each ring) is estimated
based on Gaussian-like distribution of population density across the species
range or a patch. (B) Total population is estimated based on uniform or
random of population density across the species range or a patch.
within single vs. among populations. Other related contributors
may include: migration, isolation, species age, and geographic
positions of the populations in the species’ range.
For most species, a few larger central populations occupy a
smaller area around the center of the species’ ranges and are geo-
graphically closer to each other. As a result, gene flow among these
central populations would be greater and more symmetrical,
thus reducing differentiation among populations (e.g., Wakeley,
2004). In contrast, numerous but smaller marginal populations
surrounding the central populations and other interior popula-
tions occupy a much larger area and are relatively more isolated
from each other, especially from populations on the opposite
sides of the range. In most case, the genetic diversity within
each marginal population is generally lower than that in cen-
tral populations (Eckert et al., 2008; Guo, 2012). The greater
isolation not only reduces gene flow from central populations
(“sources,” often asymmetrical) but also greatly reduces gene flow
from other marginal populations (“sinks”), thus increasing the
genetic differentiation among marginal populations. For species
with either a Gaussian or uniform distribution, central popu-
lations are surrounded by neighboring populations (large and
small) in all directions. However, marginal populations occupy a
smaller portion of their borders (<50%; Figures 2, 3) with neigh-
bors of its own species (i.e., the populations located in the middle
between center and margins; usually smaller) to exchange genetic
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materials (gene flow), which could reduce their genetic variation.
For species with a uniform (or random) distribution, the genetic
diversity within interior populations would be similar across the
species’ range because of similar population sizes and distances
among populations. Epperson (2007) recently tested how popu-
lation size, dispersal, and distance are interrelated and how they
together affect spatial population genetic structure.
The simplifiedC-M models in Figure 3 clearly have limitations
as they do not apply across all taxa and to species with unique dis-
tribution patterns or extremely small ranges (e.g., extremely rare
species with very few individuals; see also Gaston, 2003). Species
with special or unique distributions as a result of physical bound-
aries (e.g., coastal species; for an example of truncated species
range; see Howes and Lougheed, 2008), species introductions
or biotic invasions, and disjunctions due to habitat fragmenta-
tion (see Le Roux et al., 2008) deserve special treatment. The
models in Figure 3 only concern spatial pattern; the temporal
fluctuation in populations along the C-M gradient related to
disturbances and population age needs additional attention. In
addition, human-related factors could significantly complicate
or erode the positive relationship between population size and
genetic diversity (Paetkau et al., 1998).
Populations at the northern (N), eastern (E), southern (S),
and western (W) limits and the center are likely to experience
very different physical and biotic conditions and thus differ-
ent selection pressures. As a result, genetic structure would be
different among these populations, especially between N and
S populations that may experience the warmest and coldest
temperatures within the species’ range (cf. elevational diversity
patterns on different aspects of the same mountain in the tem-
perate regions), even if the range limits of species are not limited
by climate. Also, where latitudinal decline in species diversity
from S to N (in northern hemisphere) within a species’ range
is detectable, S-populations would interact with more species
thus greater forces of selection against the species than N-
populations. In such cases, the commonly observed C-M decline
in within-population genetic diversity would be overshadowed
by the overwhelming S-N declining trends. For example, Howes
and Lougheed (2008) sampled the whole species range of a tem-
perate lizard (Plestiodon fasciatus) and found that the species
showed a gradual decline in genetic diversity from S to N pop-
ulations.
Recent literature increasingly has focused on the effects of cli-
mate change on population migration and range shift (e.g., equa-
torial/downward vs. poleward/upward). There is little discussion
on the importance of possible longitudinal trends. Nevertheless,
if theW and E populations encounter dramatically different envi-
ronments (e.g., mountains at one end vs. coasts at the other),
they might make unique and important contributions in overall
genetic diversity of the species (e.g., Howes and Lougheed, 2008).
In such cases, averaging the genetic variations (patterns) in all
directions would almost certainly overshadow the C-M patterns
because the marginal populations in very different conditions are
likely to harbor unique or novel genes or genotypes. These addi-
tional factors that have not received deserved attention might also
help explain the inconsistencies and complications in previously
reported C-M patterns (see review by Eckert et al., 2008).
Invasion biology is increasingly taking the advantages of
fast advances in molecular biology. For example, microarray
technology works on the principle that cognate nucleic acids
hybridize with each other, and it allows us to systematically eval-
uate the expression pattern of large subsets of genes in given
tissues over multiple developmental stages and in response to
various environmental stimuli (Chao et al., 2013). The focus on
microarray analysis includes, but not be limited to determination
of environmental factors and genetic makeup involved in adapta-
tion and invasiveness of exotic species from the center (i.e., central
populations) to its borders (i.e., marginal populations). Again, to
do this, it would be necessary to make comparisons between old
(core) and new (marginal) populations, and between native and
introduced regions to see if species have changed significantly in
genetic structure since introduction.
To determine physiological responses and adaptations to spe-
cific climatic conditions that affect the spread of invasive species,
populations from the northern (or upper) and southern (or
lower) limits of the range as well as populations in the center
of the range will be identified. A pool of individuals should be
randomly selected from each population. These clones will be
subjected to various treatments including, but not limited to,
high and low light intensity, cold/heat stress, drought stress, and
nutrient stress. Plants will be harvested and tissues from roots,
stems, leaves, flowers, vegetative buds, and seeds will be sepa-
rated and RNA from these samples will be extracted for future
studies. Microarrays will be used to establish the gene expression
patterns characteristic of each population in response to these
stresses. A comparison of gene expression patterns between the
ecotypes under stressed and nonstressed conditions should pro-
vide an indication of physiological responses and the diversity and
intensity of specific stress response pathways of invasive species.
Description of species distribution patterns is often compli-
cated by species with “special” shapes such as coastal, riparian,
and lake shore that may be linear, curved or highly irregular and
fragmented (Schmeller et al., 2005). Perhaps a special category
needs to be established although one dimension (cross the width
of the linear range) may still follow the C-M pattern. For species
with linear ranges, range orientation is an important factor. If
a species has N-S oriented range with a considerable latitudinal
extent, S populations might show higher genetic diversity than C
and N populations. In contrast, if a species has a range with a
dominant W-E orientation, the C populations may still hold the
highest genetic diversity, unless strong longitudinal environmen-
tal gradients such as elevation are present (Guo, 2012). But again,
the highest genetic diversity per population or per unit area would
still be located at the center (core) unless a strong S-N declining
gradient exists (usually for species with broad latitudinal extents)
because it is the only place where all cardinal directions come
together in the same set of populations.
SCALE AND HIERARCHICALLY NESTED PATCHES WITHIN SPECIES
RANGES
Many species actually have multiple abundance centers. Typical
examples include the native species with disjunct distribution,
either within or between continents. Species introductions by
humans formmanymore disjunctions thus many new abundance
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centers. For example, some 80 native plant species and over
900 introduced plant species have disjunct distributions between
North America and eastern Asia (Guo et al., 2006). Even in the
same region (native or exotic), the original abundance center
could disappear due to disastrous infectious diseases or human
land use (e.g., farm lands; Bahn et al., 2006). Given that much
of the earth’s surface already has human footprints, the range-
level abundance centers of many native species might have broken
into many smaller center across patches hierarchically embed-
ded within species’ ranges (Kokko and López-Sepulcre, 2006;
Samaniego and Marquet, 2013). On the other hand, species inva-
sions to new locations often formmultiple new patches within the
species’ ranges (Figure 1, top).
The abundance center may occur at any scale, ranging from
small patches to the entire species’ range. At larger scales and for
many species we still do not know how genetic diversity is appor-
tioned within and among populations across the whole ranges. A
growing body of literature based on both empirical and theoreti-
cal evidence continues to show the positive relationship between
population size and genetic diversity (Lammi et al., 1999). If the
positive relationship between population size and genetic diver-
sity holds broadly across species and geographic localities, we
should examine the spatial distribution of population sizes across
a species’ range first. However, the results are likely influenced by
species-range geometry as I have shown, ways of comparisons,
and sampling procedures as detailed below.
Species’ range expansion, contraction, ormigration can also be
reflected by changes in patch occupancy within a species’ range.
At smaller scales within species ranges, landscape structure (e.g.,
patches) can affect the evolutionary processes such as gene flow
and mutation particularly at the patch boundaries. However, like
many landscape features, a species range is often fractal withmany
patches hierarchically nested within the range and the “central
place theory” may be applied (Milne, 1991; Forman, 1995; Wu
and Loucks, 1995; Chen and Zhou, 2006).
Alternative approaches should be considered and adopted in
some cases. For example, a model developed by Borgatti and
Everett (1999) for the core/periphery structure in social networks
could be used for studying central-marginal population struc-
ture and dynamics. The model is based on the connectedness (ρ)
among all nodes in the network.
ρ =
∑
ij
aij δij
δij =
{
1 if ci = CORE or cj = CORE
0 otherwise
}
where aij indicates a link (absence or presence) in the observed
data, ci indicates either a population belongs a core or periphery,
and δij is a pattern matrix indicating the presence or absence of
a link in the ideal or maximally centralized pattern (Figure 4). In
this model, instead of testing whether a single abundance center
exists, the network analysis or centrality measure examines how
close (approximation) between the observed data (nodes) and
an ideally connected structure. The central nodes or populations
could act or be treated as “attractors” in chaos theory (Borgatti
FIGURE 4 | (A) Initial invasions at time t when marginal populations are
only linked to central populations (Freeman’s star; Freeman, 1979); (B)
Continued expansion of established populations across species’ ranges at
t + 1 after initial invasion when many populations are increasingly linked to
each other but mostly to central ones (revised following Borgatti and
Everett, 1999). Both graphs are idealized patterns designated for
approximations using observational data. Numbers indicate the emerging
sequence of populations (nodes) over time; i.e., smaller numbers are older
and more centrally located and interconnected.
and Everett, 1999; see also Gleick, 1987). Such models have limi-
tations of giving equal weight to each link present. Nevertheless,
new network analysis tools are being developed that would soon
overcome these drawbacks.
Imagine a small population located around the geographic
center but remains ecological isolated (i.e., weakly linked to oth-
ers) for some reason. Such populations would not function like
other central (or core) populations. On the other hand, popula-
tions of rare species become increasing separated due to habitat
fragmentation whereas those of invasives are becoming increas-
ingly connected among each other (Schooley and Branch, 2011).
Because population dynamics would be more relying on what
happens not only in the target populations, but also in the ones
that they are connected to each other, management should con-
sider well-connected populations and those isolated separately.
THE ROLE OF RANGE SHAPE, ORIENTATION, AND BOUNDARY
Species ranges show diverse and dynamic sizes, shapes, and ori-
entations that can profoundly affect the direction and amount of
gene flow thus spatial variation in genetic diversity within their
ranges. For simplicity, the circular or near circular shape and
linear or near linear shape have often been used to study range
and population dynamics, especially in theoretical research (e.g.,
Guo et al., 2005; Watts et al., 2013). In Both range-shape types
are loosely defined, with the former exemplified by the strong
correlations of populations in many species between the latitu-
dinal (N-S) and longitudinal (W-E) dimensions (Brown, 1995),
and the latter is exemplified by coastal or riparian species which
tend to be somewhat linear and restricted in width (Sagarin
and Gaines, 2002). It is difficult to categorize and quantitatively
analyze species’ ranges that have highly irregular shapes, such
as ranges that encompass continents and islands. To charac-
terize such complex range shapes, more sophisticated tools are
needed. A parallel issue also exists in describing density functions
within species ranges. Among the most frequently used density
functions along C-M gradients is the Gaussian-like pattern (or
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density-decay function from the center). Random and uniform
functions have theoretical values in theoretical and simulation
studies but rarely occur in nature especially at the whole-range
level (Murphy et al., 2006).
As shown above, even for species with circular or near-circular
shapes, comparison and sampling strategies can be conducted in
a variety of ways and some of the inconsistencies in early stud-
ies may be due to the effects of geometry. Indeed, traditional
comparisons between central and marginal populations, espe-
cially those based on one cardinal direction only, clearly have not
taken the species range shape (geometrics) into account. Because
of the different ways of comparing among populations even just
between central and marginal populations (Figure 2C), different
conclusions could be reached. For example, for species with a
Gaussian-like distribution in population density, if we compare a
pair of populations, one at the center and the other at the margin,
we may find greater genetic diversity in the central population.
When a population at the lower latitudinal limit is compared
with one at higher limit, the former usually shows higher genetic
diversity (Guo, 2012). However, when all central and marginal
populations as two contrasting groups are compared, marginal
populations might hold higher overall genetic diversity than cen-
tral ones. When all populations in each distance interval (ring)
from the center are considered, the populations in the interme-
diate area between center and margin hold the majority of the
species’ genetic diversity (Figure 3).
Range boundary is a sensitive indicator of species expan-
sion or contraction in response to environmental changes. It
may be regulated by dispersal capability, physiological toler-
ances, and interactions with other species, among others (e.g.,
Holt and Keitt, 2000; Fortin et al., 2005). Most studies have
examined temporal dynamics of local populations. It is unclear,
however, how spatial differences in birth rate, genetic struc-
ture, dispersal, and interactions with other neighbor species can
affect species’ range expansion, contraction, and/or migration
(Guo et al., 2005). More generally, With (2002) has suggested
that landscape structure, by influencing dispersal, demography,
and species interactions, plays a large role in determining inva-
sive species abundance-distribution relations (e.g., Figure 5) and
spread.
In conservation biology, the minimum and optimum areas
are identified and protected so that minimum population sizes
of a rare species can be maintained. The same logic may apply
to managing or eradicating invasive species, i.e., by breaking the
ranges or patches into small pieces so that the populations can
be isolated and eventually brought under control. The shape of
the area and the locations in relation to the center and mar-
gin of the focal species’ ranges must be important considerations
because they will greatly influence spatial processes such as dis-
persal, migration, pollination, hybridization, and infestation by
pathogens (Harris, 1988). More importantly, all these actions
should be guided under the current and projected global change
scenarios. Habitat and invasive species modeling using remote
sensing-GIS facilitates the development of broad-scale, contex-
tual, and predictive models (Peterson and Vieglais, 2001). The
potential of these modeling tools regarding invasion prediction,
mitigation, and management is largely unrealized.
FIGURE 5 | The hypothesized patterns of abundance (population
density) and abundance-distribution relationships across patches or
species ranges (Veldtman et al., 2010). (A) The most common form
where both abundance and range simultaneously increase with time, i.e.,
habitat and climate conditions are not limiting in the invaded ranges (e.g.,
the historical spread of muskrats, Ondatra zibethicus, in central Europe; see
Figure 1). (B) Habitat area is highly limited but climate conditions are
favorable. (C) Habitat area is not limited but climate is. (D) Combined
scenarios of (A–C). The right panels (A’–D’) are corresponding relationships
between abundance and distribution.
ABUNDANCE CURVE AS INDICATORS OF SPECIES MIGRATION AND
CLIMATE CHANGE
Many species including invasive species migrate due to cli-
mate change (e.g., Guo et al., 2012; Bertelsmeier et al., 2013;
Figure 6). When subjected to environmental changes, a popula-
tion can avoid extinction either by adapting genetically to the
new environmental conditions or by tracking its old environ-
ment across space (Pease et al., 1989). However, under certain
conditions, demographic and genetic contributions from con-
specific immigrants tend to reduce extinction rates of insular
populations although, occasionally, migrations from “sinks” to
“sources” could also occur (Figure 6). All these changes in popu-
lation parameters associated with climate change can be reflected
in the shifts of abundance curves over time (Figure 7).
It is expected that the specific genetic structure of the central
and marginal populations of different directions as a regulator
would make differences in population dynamics (Eckert et al.,
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FIGURE 6 | An example of simulated population dynamics across
space from center (bottom) to margin (top patches) and time
(reproductive seasons). For active migrants (mostly animals),
long-distance dispersal (e.g., leptokurtic) could lead to the establishment of
“pocket” populations (top) with long-persisting certain genotypes (Ibrahim
et al., 1996). Positive numbers indicate the immigrants from the “source”
or center and negative numbers (density) are the emigrants to the “sinks”
or margin, following the active migration function (M) from jth to ith ring
(ith ring is located outside of the present range in Figure 2; for details, see
Guo et al., 2005).
2008). Under human induced climatic warming, species will show
elevational (upward) migration from continuous distribution at
lower elevation to mountain tops thus form multi- and smaller
distribution/abundance center (Lomolino, 2001). Smaller patches
formed as a consequence of climate warming may become less
stable as reflected by rapid changes in patch area and shape, and
population structure would change as well. Historical data (e.g.,
museum collections) or abundance curves drawn at different
times would be needed to solve this problem because it only
makes sense when current abundance curve is compared with
the historical ones to make predictions on population or species
migration (see Figure 7, left). Similarly, the location of first intro-
duction of the invasive species in the entire niche space would
indicate where and how fast the species may further invade under
both present and projected climate changes (Guo et al., 2012;
Figure 7, right).
Similar to simulating the spread of human infectious diseases
which mainly depends on the effective distance and rate of spread
(e.g., Brockmann andHelbing, 2013; Nelson andWilliams, 2013),
the spread of invasive species could also be a simple reaction-
diffusion process across the invaded and potentially invasible
regions. Like many theoretical models, the assumptions in C-M
models not necessarily realistic and complete; rather, they are
intended for modeling simplicity to identify major ecological
(demographical) drivers in population/range dynamics. A new
species may often show a Gaussian curve but a newly introduced
species may show deviations depending on where the species is
introduced in its potential range. In nature, no species really
has a perfect, smooth, symmetric, Gaussian curve. It is always
helpful to question how realistic a theoretical model may be.
Like many theoretical models, our assumptions not necessarily
realistic and complete; rather, they are intended for modeling
simplicity to identify major ecological (demographical) drivers
in population/range dynamics. A new species may often show a
Gaussian curve but a newly introduced species may show devi-
ations depending on where in its potential range the species is
introduced. Indeed, exceptional cases deserve special attention
and need specific and additional work. In most cases, we are deal-
ing with common patterns. Historical data or abundance curves
drawn at different times would be needed to solve this prob-
lem because it only makes sense when current abundance curve
is compared with the historical ones to make predictions on
population or species migration (see Figures 7, 8).
SIMULATION AND GEOSPATIAL MODELING
Existing studies of invasive species have typically relied on
methodologies associated with conservation biology, with limited
development of the broad-scale geographic context and limited
application of geospatial technologies. Given the complexity and
multi- dimensions (spatiotemporal and human) of many species
(Oro, 2013), geospatial simulation continues to be a pivotal
tool, especially for projections of future population trajectories.
After identifying and mapping the ecological features on invasive
species’ native regions, we can use simulation modeling (incorpo-
rated with projected future climate changes), GIS-remote sensing
technology, and ecoinformatics to identify the potential habi-
tats and directions of invasives future invasions in the invaded
regions (e.g., Albright et al., 2010). Some invasives have distinctive
characteristics in degree-days, soil temperature, elevation, and
modeled evaportranspiration that may be used in combination
with remote sensing to model distribution probabilities of the
species (Underwood et al., 2003).
Previous modeling/simulation efforts on (marginal) popula-
tion dynamics, adaptation and gene flow have used both deter-
ministic and stochastic models including stepping-stone, source-
sink, reaction-diffusion, and network models, among others (e.g.,
Antonovics et al., 2001; Keitt et al., 2001; Alleaume-Benharira
et al., 2006). Each model shows advantages and limitations by
addressing certain features while ignoring others. Because of the
complexity and the large number of factors involved, a holistic
or integrated approach simultaneously incorporating most if not
all the critical features in one model seems impractical or almost
impossible. On the upside, many new epidemic models are being
developed for simulating and predicting the spread of infectious
(human) diseases (e.g., Nelson and Williams, 2013) which could
be adopted for invasive species because of the analogs between the
two areas/subjects.
Sensitivity analysis predicts that central populations (or
patches) are more stable, both spatially and temporally, while
marginal populations (or patches) are more sensitive to environ-
mental changes, especially for species with great dispersal power
(Figure 9). To test this prediction, one may compare patches at
the range center with similar sizes to those close to range margins
to determine whether the population size or boundary changes
are of a smaller magnitude than those of marginal populations. It
would be reasonable to assume that patches within the invaded
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FIGURE 7 | (A) Without physical barriers, the deviation of the abundance
curve of a species from Gaussian distribution may indicate the migration
direction under warming climates (in northern hemisphere; e.g., Maggini
et al., 2011). Here, the population or the whole species range is moving
toward the left where the abundance curve shows a much steeper slope than
the right side. (B) The direction and magnitude (indicated by the arrows and
their lengths, respectively) of shifts in abundance depend on where in the
niche space the species is introduced (i.e., the positions of triangles) as
shown by three newly introduced species as examples (a–c) although the
niche space may also shift poleward under climate warming.
FIGURE 8 | Four likely scenarios of the species’ patch or range
dynamics in major cardinal directions (i.e., A: shift northward, B: shift
southward, C: expansion, and D: contraction) and their dependence on
the initial locations of species introduction relative to the niche space
and future climate change (see Figure 7). These cardinal directions are
selected because they represent (1) the latitudinal gradients (S-N) along
which the glaciations took place in the geological past and climate warming
occurs and/or (2) the distance to the oceans or elevational changes (E-W,
e.g., across North America or eastern Asia).
range will respond similarly to the whole invaded range, i.e.,
expanding, contracting, or shifting, following climate or land use
changes. By combining the survey data from selected patches
across the invaded range, we would be able to determine the level
of synchronization in patch size dynamics and the direction of
these changes (e.g., poleward or equatorward; see Figures 7–10).
In either case (population dynamics synchronized or not syn-
chronized), monitoringmultiple patches across the invaded range
will provide valuable information as to how climate might affect
species invasions.
By examining the changes in local patch sizes in selected loca-
tions from year to year, we will be able to relate synchronized
patch changes from small (local) to larger (regional) patches and
to the whole (global) invaded ranges following climate change
(Figure 9). This would allow us to test how reliable to use local
patches to predict the changes on larger-scale or the whole
invaded range (Figure 10). The basic reasoning behind this idea
is that if climate changes similarly across the invaded range,
the deviation in the patch dynamics (e.g., area and/or change
direction) would indicate the effects of local land use patterns.
Otherwise, if the climate becomes warmer (relative to long-term
average) in one part of the range but cooler in other parts, we
will relate to the causes of the deviations in patch size and shifting
direction to local climate changes.
Many aspects mentioned above are being increasingly
described, modeled, or visualized using advanced geospatial tech-
nologies (such as remote sensing, GPS, GIS, and LiDAR, e.g.,
Underwood et al., 2003). For example, we can use satellite-based
remote sensing technology to make new distribution maps with
many other determinant or limiting factors, including details that
can better reflect the true structure of species’ ranges and species
abundance (rather than simply boundary lines). We refine this
with remote sensing and modeling analysis to develop maps of
current distribution of invasive species in both native and invaded
habitats. After assembling and incorporating necessary input
information from existing geographic and climatic databases, we
will execute the models to predict distribution of the species using
current climate and land cover as well as alternative climate and
land cover change scenarios.
SAMPLING
While discrepancies in sampling strategy (e.g., sample size, loca-
tion, spatial arrangement, and timing) have always been a con-
founding factor among studies, extensive sampling of major
population parameters and vital rates toward all major cardi-
nal directions across species’ ranges is clearly needed (Kluth and
Bruelheide, 2005; Yakimowski and Eckert, 2007). More impor-
tantly, the pivotal role of range shape (geometry), orientation, and
structure has often been overlooked or ignored in assessing the C-
M changes in genetic diversity. For example, the genetic diversity
would be quite different when sampled in different cardinal direc-
tions from the center to margin, i.e., among C-N, C-S, C-W, and
C-E directions unless the range is very small, not near-circular,
or strong environmental clines affect genetic structure. Yet, the
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FIGURE 9 | (A) Population synchronization across the species’ ranges in
which marginal populations show greater variation measured by CV of
population density over time. (B) Population densities are closely related
between central and marginal populations over time as the result of spatial
synchronization (see also Figure 6; for details of the simulation models, see
Guo et al., 2005).
FIGURE 10 | (A) A hypothetic positive relationship between within and
among population variations (genetic or morphological; see Oleksiak et al.,
2002 for a case study). (B) A hypothetical relationship in population
variations (e.g., abundance, distribution) between local- (e.g., patch
expansion) and regional- or range-levels (e.g., range expansion).
patterns in genetic variation measured in different directions can-
not be simply averaged to generalize the C-M patterns for the
species with a succinct interpretation (e.g., Howes and Lougheed,
2008; see also Garner et al., 2004).
The density of a species is “real” but the way we measure it
is “artificial” and can be affected by spatial-temporal resolution
or sampling scale (i.e., quadrat or window size) and techniques
(MacKenzie et al., 2003). While we all agree that broader sur-
veys across whole species range is needed, systematic sampling
that includes quadrats with zero counts within clearly identified
range boundaries is a key requirement. This is because density
would be overestimated toward margin if selective sampling (i.e.,
only the patches with the species are sampled) is performed, espe-
cially with smaller quadrats. Survey the whole species rangemight
be more revealing although species distribution often show self-
similarity (or power-scaling; Hui andMcGeoch, 2007) within and
across the whole species ranges.
The species ranges are fractal and the way we measure
range size is “artificial” and can be affected by spatial-temporal
resolution or sampling scale (i.e., frame size, quadrat size, window
size) and techniques (Gaston, 2003). The precision of measured
distribution increases with decreasing scale. An extreme case
would be when sampling is only conducted in the patches where
the species is found or the winder size is so small that only cov-
ers only one individual (in the latter case, density would be the
same across the species range). When all patches (including those
with zero individuals) within a species’ range are measured and
analyzed in total using a range of window sizes (e.g., Fortin et al.,
2005), the overall density would still be higher at the range cen-
ters. An increase in grid size (observational window size) can
increase the chance of overestimating the distribution/occupancy
of species thus sometimes fails to detect the abundance centers
(Hui and McGeoch, 2007).
Previous samplings are often incomplete or uneven across the
species’ ranges. The most common approach that has been used
so far is conducting paired comparison between core and periph-
eral populations (dichotomic), often in one direction (that is, the
marginal populations are from one cardinal direction only; see
review by Eckert et al., 2008). Other paired comparisons include
core-core and peripheral-peripheral comparisons. The latter can
further be analyzed through comparing neighboring populations
and distant populations, i.e., those on the opposite edge of the
species’ range, especially between N and S populations with lat-
itudinal climate disparities (Figure 2). Because different results
would be expected from each of these paired comparisons men-
tioned above and simple C-M comparisons miss many other
processes taking place between C- and M- populations, to make
accurate and meaningful comparisons, it is critical to (1) sample
entire species ranges when possible, (2) make clear distinctions
between the total population and a single population in each
ring, and distinctions between population sizes and densities,
and (3) distinguish the comparison between pairs of populations,
some from the center and others from the margin in one direc-
tion only, from the comparisons between selected central and
selected marginal populations from different cardinal directions
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combined (e.g., Howes and Lougheed, 2008). For species with
large latitudinal ranges, comparisons between N and S or among
all populations along the S-N gradient might reveal stronger
genetic diversity patterns than those along the C-M gradients.
Genetic or morphological variation can also be compared
among and within populations across a species’ range. Despite
the reduced genetic variation within individual populations, the
greater isolation amongmarginal populations due to their smaller
sizes and greater distances among them would increase the over-
all variation among marginal populations. This overall greater
genetic diversity in all marginal populations has previously been
overlooked or underestimated as Figure 3 (top) demonstrates. At
the margin where genetic diversity in a single population is rel-
atively low, species spread or range expansion may be enhanced
by a number of means such as increased dispersal and gene flow
from interior populations. For example, Schmeller et al. (2005)
report that, by incorporating locally adapted genes (alleles) from
related species through hybridogenesis in marginal populations,
range borders of certain species still gain or retain the ability to
expand, despite the relative low genetic diversity.
Improved understanding of species range and abundance
structure is still so much depending on sampling procedures and
technology (Fortin et al., 2005). In nature, individuals of any
species are not continuously distributed across its entire ranges,
even in the densest populations. Thus, the description of species
range is sensitive to spatial scale and timeframes. In most cases,
sufficiently small window size (relative to organism body size and
dispersability) is needed to capture the meaningful patterns in
species distribution. In addition, the fractal nature of land sur-
face makes measuring the distribution area even more difficult
(Milne, 1991). For example, the actual surface area will decrease
with increasing scale due to lost fractal dimension yet the mea-
sured occupation area for a species is likely to increase because no
species actually covers all the space in the grid we choose to use
(i.e., window size).
Two related issues need to be addressed: (1) when a species
range boundary is clearly defined and accurately located, sam-
pling quadrats of same size must be evenly across the whole
species range; and (2) if quadrat size is much smaller than the
patch size, it is possible that the density at the center of a marginal
patch is similar to the margin of a central patch. An extreme
case would be when sampling is only conducted in the patches
where the species is found or the winder size is so small that only
covers only one individual (in the latter case, density would be
the same across the species range). When all patches (including
those with zero individuals) within a species’ range are measured
and analyzed in total using a range of window sizes (e.g., Fortin
et al., 2005), the overall density would still be higher at the range
centers. At both center and margin, if we examine small patches
within the entire range of species with “exceptional” abundance
curves, the Gussian pattern may be common, although the exact
shape may vary from patch to patch (Gaston, 2003).
While extensively monitoring most if not all populations
within species’ ranges is ideal when ranges are small or resources
are not limited, intensemonitoring themarginal populationsmay
be more efficient when species ranges are large and resources are
limited. All the sampling limitations (above) could be overcome
due to the unprecedented advances in molecular and geospatial
technologies plus the accumulated knowledge regarding C andM
populations. Over large scales such as the whole range level, atlas
and herbarium data have also been proved very helpful (Gimona
and Brewer, 2006).
HUMAN ACTIVITY ALTERS THE STRUCTURE OF SPECIES RANGES
As major cause of global change, human activities have drasti-
cally modified earth’s surface. One of the most visible changes
would be the great alternation of species ranges through species
introduction (both intentional and unintentional). Unlike species
introductions that form new centers in remote locations, human
land use may cause disruption of originally continuous distri-
bution through habitat fragmentation. The species abundance
curves might have changed especially over the regions or land-
scapes where agriculture or selective harvesting (over size or age;
Fenberg and Rivadeneira, 2011) takes place. Such alternation and
disruption in species ranges occurs even the underlying envi-
ronmental variables such as climate might still be altered to a
smaller extent. An associated drastic change would be the increas-
ing formation of multiple abundance centers in relatively isolated
patches due to the break-ups of formerly a single or a few centers
in in natural settings as a consequence of habitat fragmenta-
tion and species invasions. These human-induced changes thus
modify the original C-M patterns of the same species.
To date, most studies related to global (climate) change have
investigated species range shift, especially at margins (limits, or
boundaries); and relatively much less effort is devoted to exam-
ine how (internal) range structure has changed. The evidence
of human destruction of original distribution of native species
is abundant, leading to openings for invasive species. Indeed,
given the present and projected accelerating degree and extent
of human activities, the concepts, ideas, and configuration of
(at least some) species ranges studied in Darwin’s era (1800 s)
might have evolved drastically. For example, the extensive crop-
lands in the Great Plains may have divided original or existing
species ranges into smaller pieces by fragmentation and each
smaller patch may form a new and smaller abundance center. In
such cases, the edge of croplands may not be treated as patch
edges for locating abundance center as such edges are artificial
and abrupt but the rest (opening) places become available for
invasive species. For some others, the patches are still somehow
connected through remained patches or corridors such as ripar-
ian zones or through windbreaks. In the same region, however,
many species (often less common ones) might have formed dis-
junct distributions because the minimum population size cannot
be maintained through highly patchy or fragmented landscapes.
In all these case with growing human influences, the artificially
reduced abundance and patch size within species ranges would
dramatically alter the features of species abundance centers (size,
shape, location) thus describing and explaining abundance pat-
terns (centers) for many native species may no longer be feasible
(i.e., they are no longer in “natural” states). At the same time,
the abundance curves for invading species may follow the newly
created “gaps” where they interact with native species although
underlying environmental conditions allow very different curves.
In such situations, the study of C-M gradients for invasive species
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must first consider various forms of species interactions (e.g.,
competition, predation, and mutualism; With, 2002).
CONSERVATION AND MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
When and where, time, resources and manpower allow, simulta-
neously monitoring as many parameters as possible within and
across the whole species range might be the best solution for the
management of invasive species. This will help identify the criti-
cal factors responsible at different invaded locations. For example,
the causes of fast spread of kudzu (Pueraria lobata) in Florida
(USA) may be different from that in Ontario (Canada) (Li et al.,
2011). Therefore, the applications of research results for control
and management of a particular invasive species from one loca-
tion might not be suitable for other locations across the species’
invaded ranges. Also, when we are able to identify the land use
patterns that either promote or reduce invasive species invasion,
recommendation can then be made accordingly to the landown-
ers and managers to develop optimal land use plans. If we could
better predict where invasive species might invade in the future
under projected climate change scenarios and land use patterns,
early warning and prevention are much more efficient than later
management.
Range geometry (as well as latitude in some cases) clearly
has significant conservation implications. Simplified C-M mod-
els show that the majority of genetic diversity and resources are
actually located in populations between the range center and
margin (Figure 3). Although marginal populations are usually
smaller, more isolated, less stable, and thus more endangered,
to a large degree, they rely on central or interior populations as
their reliable genetic resources for long-term persistence (Howe
et al., 1991). Thus, monitoring or controlling marginal (sink)
populations alone is not sufficient as it neglects their genetic
“sources” from the range center and those in the middle between
center and margin. In light of these recent findings, ideally, man-
agement efforts should be allocated to the entire species range
whenever possible. The same is true for conservation as shown
by McDonald-Madden et al. (2008) who proposed a similar bal-
anced and dynamic conservation strategy asserting that, to be
effective, managers should conserve as many populations over
space and time as possible (see also Furlow, 1995). The role of
range-geometry metrics such as location (i.e., latitude), shape,
and orientation in governing spatial genetic diversity distribution
must be considered in allocating management efforts.
Although I only consider species with circular or linear ranges
as examples, the results clearly demonstrate the effects of range
geometry. For species with ranges of special shapes (e.g., linear,
truncated, and disjunct) or sizes, the effects of range geometry
need to be examined separately and different approaches may be
needed. However, in any case, because the range margin covers
much more area than the center (Figures 2, 3), it presents a great
challenge for effectivemonitoring the population dynamics across
species ranges. For this reason, prioritizing certain marginal pop-
ulations (e.g., N vs. S) for detailed research and monitoring is
needed. On the other hand, if financial and other resources are too
limited for certain species with relatively larger ranges, because
the equatorial edge of species may hold a unique set of genetic
diversity different from either the core or the poleward periphery
and because these genotypes have the greatest potential to be lost
from the species under climate change (as conditions at the equa-
torial edge will likely become unsuitable first), a greater number
of studies should be comparing the equatorial edge with the core
or the entire range and conservation efforts may start from the
equatorial edge.
For allocatingmanagement efforts on invasive species, perhaps
among the most challenging issues is whether central or marginal
populations should be given higher priority. Some would argue
that central populations should be controlled first because they
often hold the high genetic diversity and thus represent the major
“sources” of genetic variation, while others suggest giving pri-
orities to marginal populations because they are the “invasion
fronts” and may be more sensitive climate change. In native
species conservation, marginal populations have so far been the
major focus because they (1) are usually more isolated and have
low density, and (2) interact more extensively and intensively with
resident species. For invasive species management, however, they
might be equally important both for understanding what limit the
species spread and for developing control measures.
When resources are available, invasive species management
should increasinglymonitor as many populations across a species’
range as possible, rather than giving priorities to certain popu-
lations (Burgman et al., 2013). This is mostly because all pop-
ulations are related to each other (Hanski, 1999), and each one
contributes in somewhat unique way to the overall genetic varia-
tion. Future studies need to incorporate often-overlooked range
geometry and C-M gradients in multi-directions, and to com-
pareC-M patterns in genetic and phenotypic diversity of the same
species in both native and exotic regions (Guo, 2006;Molins et al.,
2014). Such studies could reveal patterns unseen through simple
and pairedC-M comparisons and information about limiting fac-
tors controlling the species in its native ranges which can be used
for developing more effective management methods in invaded
ranges.
CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
Studies of biotic invasions still face many challenges. In particu-
lar, to datemost studies related to theC-M models and abundance
center hypothesis have not examined whole species ranges, lead-
ing to many inconsistent results. When time and resources allow,
simultaneously monitoring populations across the whole species’
ranges might be the best solution. Where resources are limited,
however, an efficient way to determine the limiting factors of
species spread would be to use marginal populations and bio-
physical conditions at the species’ range boundary because they
are likely most sensitive to environmental change. While the C-M
approach may be most effective for species with proximate circu-
lar ranges or patches, different approaches may be developed for
others to accommodate the specific range geometry (e.g., size and
shapes).
Field sampling needs to be carefully designed and conducted at
the “right” times in growing season when populations of targeted
invasive species show critical stages in life cycle such as germi-
nation, flowering, and seed production. In some cases where
invasive species show clear elevational gradients in distribution,
changes in upper and lower elevational limits could be used to
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mirror the effects of climate change on northern and southern
limits (Figure 8). Investigation of patch boundaries within the
geographic range of the species could be very useful for examin-
ing the regional effects of pattern and history of land use on entire
species’ ranges.
New techniques andmore comprehensive (and balanced) sam-
pling are needed for better understanding species’ abundance and
genetic structure across its range. Given the long-term goals in
invasive species management, the following objectives related to
the C-M gradients under global and regional changes are critical
and need immediate attention.
(1) To identify and compare the boundary conditions either lim-
iting or promoting the invasion of exotic species at the six
cardinal directions (i.e., horizontallyN, S, W, E, and vertically
upper/lower limits), such as the climate and soil conditions
(e.g., allelopathy; Peng et al., 2004) and disturbance regimes.
(2) To examine the boundary and C-M dynamics and to pre-
dict where and at what pace invasive species might further
invade under various climate change and land use scenar-
ios (GCMs; Hobbs, 2000; Albright et al., 2010; Bertelsmeier
et al., 2013). This is needed for developing early-warning
systems/techniques and can be done using simulation tech-
niques (Carpenter et al., 2011).
(3) Use improved modeling and spatial technology to better
simulate, predict, andmap future invasions under various cli-
matic and land use scenarios based on the invasion/spread
history and present contour abundance curves (Albright
et al., 2010; Olatinwo et al., 2013; Figure 7).
To reach these goals, the following questions need to be addressed
first: (1) whether the genetic structure of selected species may
have changed since introduction from native regions (Guo, 2006;
Molins et al., 2014), (2) how invasiveness develops at margins
through population’s evolutionary potential and ability to adapt
to changing environments, and (3) what specific genotypes are
most invasive and where they are located along the C-M gradi-
ents? To answer these questions, we can take several immediate
actions, including (1) collecting data to track historical invasion
in relation to pathways, climate, and land use, (2) collecting com-
parable information for comparisons in C-M patterns between
populations in both native vs. exotic regions, and (3) conduct-
ing experimental research (e.g., translocations, common gardens)
to compare populations along the C-M gradients and between
native and exotic ranges.
CONCLUSIONS
Traditional dichotomic C-M comparisons are simple and easier
but often miss critical gradients and processes occurring in C-
M continuum. The results from a few paired central-marginal
comparisons also depend on the specific location and direction
(such as N-S) the marginal population is chosen (Fenberg and
Rivadeneira, 2011), thus overshadow the true difference with
central populations. This overview stresses the importance of
range-wide sampling in all major cardinal directions with the C-
M gradients as the main focus that may reveal a more complete
picture regarding population structure and dynamics.
Because of the complex nature of the problems involved,
a major gap in studies of invasive species is the lack of inte-
gration and cooperation among disciplines and across multiple
spatiotemporal scales or taxonomic groups (Ricklefs, 2003). With
limited resources, one of the most efficient ways is to monitor
as many factors as possible at the patch or range borders and
across the selected C-M gradients because these locations are
most sensitive to environmental changes and are relatively easy to
study because they involve small focal areas. The rapidly accruing
genetic and filed data from expanded molecular and GIS tech-
nologies and sampling efforts would enable us better understand
range-wide population dynamics and manage the invasive species
more effectively.
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